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Abstract. As an emerging technology that blocks network security threats,
network security situation prediction is the key to defending against net-
work security threats. In view of the single source of information and
the lack of time attributes of the existing methods, we propose an op-
timal network security situation prediction model based on lstm neural
network. We employ the stochastic gradient descent method as the min-
imum training loss to establish a network security situation prediction
model, and give the model implementation algorithm pseudo code to fur-
ther predict the future network security situation. The simulation exper-
iments based on the data collected from Security Data dataset show that
compared with other commonly used time series methods, the prediction
accuracy of the model is higher and the overall situation of network secu-
rity situation is more intuitively reflected, which provides a new solution
for network security situation.

Keywords: Network security · Parallel processing · Situation awareness
· Network security situation prediction model · Lstm network.

1 Introduction

As network systems evolve toward sharing, complexity, and scale, network in-
trusions become more complex and exist in various environments. The tradi-
tional way of network security mainly uses vulnerability scanning, intrusion
detection and other protection technologies which has not been able to fully
meet the increasingly updated network security needs [1]. Network security sit-
uational awareness technology emerged in this context. Network Security Situa-
tion Awareness (NSSA) is an emerging technology that studies how to acquire,
understand, display, and predict network entities and build network security
systems [2] [3].

The existing network security situation prediction methods mainly include
Markov model [4], support vector machine [5] and other technologies. Although
these technologies have improved the detection accuracy to a certain extent,
they also have certain limitations. For example, they ignore the relevance of
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data in a long sequence of time. In recent years, network security situation pre-
diction methods based on deep learning have been proposed because of their
better feature learning capabilities. However, although they improved the detec-
tion accuracy, they did not consider the characteristics of the result data after
prediction.

In this paper, we propose an optimal network security situation prediction
(ONS2P) model for large-scale cyber-attacks with associated characteristics and
time dimension. The main contributions of our work are listed as follows: (i)We
employ the stochastic gradient descent method as the minimum sample training
loss to optimize the parameters of the ONS2P model established for the target,
improving the accuracy of network security situation prediction. (ii) Simulation
experiments show that compared with other commonly used time series methods,
the prediction accuracy of the model is higher, and the overall situation of the
network security situation is more intuitively reflected.

2 ONS2P Algorithm

We design the ONS2P algorithm based on the sltm network and convert a one-
dimensional network security situation data set into a multi-dimensional network
security situation data set before prediction. The Simple code is shown in Algo-
rithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The ONS2P prediction network security situation algorithm

Input: History attacked data set D = x1, x2, xn

Output: predicted number of future network attacks K
1. Load the historical invalid data set and convert the data to floating point type
float32.
2. Convert a list of network security postures into three columns of inputs T-2, T-1,
T and a column of output T+1
3. MinMaxScalar achieves standardization of data.
4. Divide the data set into training set train X and forecast set test X
5. Transform the data into [samples, time steps, features] to construct the lstm
model.
6. Establish ONS2P model

model.add(lstm(4, input shape = (3, look back)))
model.add(Dense(1))
model.compile(loss =′ mean absolate error′, optimizer = sgd)
model.fit(trainX, trainY, epochs = 100, batch size = 1, verbose = 2)

7. Use trained models to predict the number of attacks on the network K
8. Perform matrix operations on the predicted data, and output optimization.

In this paper, we also analyzed and optimized the predicted result data ac-
cording to the predicted data characteristics: (1) When the hourly attack data
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shows an increasing trend, the predicted value is a little larger; (2) When the
hourly attack data is increasing When showing a decreasing trend, the predicted
value is smaller.

If the current predicted value is greater than the predicted value of the pre-
vious time, then Xi is subtracted: p

′

i = pi + Xi(pi − pi−1 >= 1). If the current
predicted value is smaller than the predicted value of the previous time, then Xi
is added: p

′

i = pi −Xi(pi − pi−1 >= 1). The value of Xi is calculated from the
average of the absolute values of the differences between the predicted data p

and the real data x of multiple experiments: Xi =
∑n

i=1(|xi−pi|)
n ,Where xi is the

real data at time i, and pi is the predicted data at time i.

3 Experiment

We conduct experiments with the malicious program attack data collected by
Honeynet organization to verify the validity and rationality of our method. In
order to verify the performance of ONS2P model, the two methods of Moving
Average (MA) and Exponential Smoothing (ES) were used as reference models
to do the same experiment.

We use the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) evaluation indicators to measure the accuracy of our method predictions,
and the test results are shown in Table 1. The prediction results of the simulation
experiment are shown in Figure 1.

Table 1: Comparison of experimental prediction results.
Model ES MA LSTM ONS2P

Fitting RMSE 0.05 1.87 0.11 #

Prediction RMSE 0.13 0.63 0.10 0.10

Fitting MAE 0.08 0.14 0.09 #

Prediction MAE 0.12 0.13 0.08 0.06

Fig. 2: Comparison of predictions
before and after ONS2P data
optimization

Fig. 3: Comparison of error
deviation before and after ONS2P
model data optimization

From the comparison data of Table 1 and Fig 1, the conclusion of this ex-
periment can be drawn: from the overall prediction results, the ONS2P model is
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(a) Prediction results of ONS2P simula-
tion experiment

(b) Forecast results of exponential
smoothing simulation experiment

(c) Prediction results of the moving av-
erage simulation experiment

Fig. 1: Results of prediction with different methods

more common than the commonly used time series prediction method. And the
moving average method and the exponential smoothing method predict better.
From the comparison results of the fitting error and prediction error provided in
Table 1, it can be found that the commonly used time series prediction method
moving average method and exponential smoothing method have large predic-
tion errors, and the quantitative comparison results show that the ONS2P model
more accurately.

From the comparison data of Table 1, Fig 2 and Fig 3, the conclusion of this
experiment can be drawn: the prediction value of the algorithm proposed in this
paper is closer to the actual value than the prediction value of the lstm network.
Therefore, it can be seen from the experimental results that the proposed opti-
mization algorithm predicts the network situation better than the lstm neural
network, and is more in line with the actual value.

4 Related works

Network security assessment is an important part of ensuring network security.
Zhao, et al. [6] propose a grey Verhulst model or its inverse function to predict fu-
ture risk values of the network system, and then correct the prediction accuracy
based on multi-level residuals. In [7], authors proposed a quantitative evaluation
method based on improved BP neural network to solve the problem of low effi-
ciency and poor reliability of the existing network security situation assessment
method. Lu [8] established a network security prediction model based on Grey
Wolf Optimization (GWO) algorithm to optimize the support vector machine
(SVM) parameters and solve the problem of SVM parameter optimization to
improve the SVM prediction effect.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose and establish a training model for the ONS2P model.
At the same time, we verify the accuracy of the model through experimental
prediction data. The experimental results show that the ONS2P model with the
potential of learning long observation sequence is more accurate for network
security situational awareness prediction, in order to further improve its predic-
tion results. The accuracy of this paper is optimized for the prediction results.
According to the experimental results, the error deviation after optimization is
smaller, so a good optimization effect is obtained.
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